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INTRODUCTION

The following report is based on the 6 papecs submitted for [his Symposium and
on che experience of rne cm Working Commission on Rain Penetration. partly a150
on experience from the CIa Working Commission on Large Concrete Elements.
The CIB Working Comrnission an Rain Penetration has adopred the [ol1owiog
definition of ram penetration: "By rain penetration is meant chat raio-water penetrares imo a walCeither through the surface of the wa11, or due to leakages at
windows or similar installarions. It i5 not necessary chat the water penetrates 50
far chat it may be discernible on the inside of .the ""all".
All the aurhors who have submitted papers for [his Symposium seern to be in
agreement "'ith the above cited definition of rain penetration.
To give a fair ly complete picture of our kno"'ledge concerning rain penetration,
it is necessary to Imo", the stresses (driving rain and "'ind) to \'Ihkh the \.. . all is
subjected. the weather conditions at a meteorological station whieh determine the
onslaught on a ",all. and ",hat happens in the wall ",hen subjeeted to driving rain
and "'ind.
Because of aur 1ack of theoretica1 kno\.. . ledge about the forces governing the
transportation of water in a \'I all, it has been necessary to imitate in alaboratory
what takes plaee when rain and "'ind impinge on a wall. Further experience has
been collected from test houses and from failures due tO rain penetration.
And finally the aim is to design walls ",hieh are impervious to rain penetration.

METEOROLOGICAL FACTORS

In his paper 3 - 4 Mr. Lac y (England) has given a fairly complete pictuce
of aur present knowledge. He has also collected a bibliography on the rhemf'.
Same information is also inc1uded in the paper 3 - 5 of Mr. Isaksen (Norway).
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l have, however, in some papers (nor suhmitted co (his Congress) seen varying
imerpretations of the term "driving rain ". It seems appropriate (O give a
definition:
By driving raio is meant raio ""hich, by the \'lind, is driven on to a vertical
surface. Amounrs of driving raio are measured bom at the meteorological stations
and in terms of onslaughr on a wall.

a) Observations at a meteorological 5ta[ion

Different gauges for the measurement of driving raio are in use today. Comparisons have been made bet\veen the different gauges wHh the general conclusion
chat they all catch aboul the same amount of driving raio.
Direct observarions of driving raio are only carried out regularly at a few
St3(lOns. It is possible. however, on the basis of conventional meteorological
observations, by calculation ro Hnd figures which can be used as an indication of
the amoum of driving rain. Based on such calculated figures maps have been construcred for different countries, ane which gives direct amounts of driving rain
(Norway). Dther maps have been constructed on the basis of the "index of driving
rain" introduced by Lacy and Shellard (The British Isles, Canada and Denmark). It
is hoped [hat more maps will be prepared on this basis.
The driving raio maps have proved useful in defining areas ,,,hich are more or
less exposed to driving rain and for comparisan of experience ,,>,ith wall constructions. They afford, however, only an indication of the amount of driving rain
during a year or' for a certain period of a year, and the distribution of the driving
rain over the period is al50 important.
Necessary are also observations on the intensity of driving rain. Same observarions are known, bue there are gre at gaps in aur lmowledge on this subject. Lacy
in his paper presents figures for the highest daily amount of driving rain ranging
from 36 ro 77 mm for faur different European stations.
Microclimarological conditions are al50 of rhe greatesr imporrance. Wirhin the
same town, or part of a town. YOll may have exposed and non exposed sites.
In addition to the amount of driving rain it is necessary to know the wind speed
during rain.
As can be seen from Mr. Lacy' spaper we have same knowledge of the meteorological factocs. Much knowledge is laeking. It is a suitabJe subject for further
research ro collect the relevant mereorological data which will facilitate comparison of experience from different parts of the world.

b) Dbservations of onslaught on wal1s
Different gauges for measurement of the cns1aught of driving rain on wal15 are
in use. A comparison has shown that rhey all catch about the same. Most of the
gauges nm" in lISe measure direct driving ra in striking the wa11.
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It is desirable, hmV'ever in addition to this tO measure the water which runs
off the wa11. Gauges which measure bach direct driving rain and rainwater runn ing
down the \'/all are being developed. An account of the different gauges is presented
in Mr. Lacy' spaper.
Som research institutions, especially the British Building Research Starion, are
maldng observation of onslaught on buildings. and more and more information on
the distribution of driving raiD over the surfaces of a building has been collected.
Dur knowledge is, however, still very limited. and thete exisrs hete a vast neId
for (urther researe h.
According to Mr. Lacy the onslaught on the wall is only a [raction of the c3rchment of driving raiD at a meteorological starion. The mean rate of driving raiD is
unlikely to exceed 2 mm/h aftener than perhaps once a year. The intensiey during
a heavy shower, lasting only for a few minutes, may be many times greater.
Driving rain is not distributed evenlyon surfaces, but is concentrated, mainly
at carners. Raindrops may be carried upwards in streng air currents along the wa11surface.
In addition to the onslaught of driving rain it is necessary to know the wind
pressure, that is the pressure drap acress the wall caused by wind. Here ''le have
same guidance in observations made with the aim of establishiog wind loads to be used
in srructural calculatiens. The wind load is, hO\vever, not exactly the same as the
pressure drep. Here a1so direct observations are now being undenaken. This toa
is a proper neId .for research.
We have a1so strong air currenrs up and along the surface of the building. Linle
is known on such air currents, they are, however, important.
Variations in the rate of evaparation of water from the surface of a wall will
somewhat modify the effect of differences in driving rain from one place to another.
The evaporation from a free horizontal water surface is often used as an indicatoc
of the meteorological factors influencing the evaporation from a wall surface. As
will be discussed later, this is, however, not the most important factor in drying
out a wa11.
I

THE MECHANISM OF RAIN PENETRATI0N

The water moves imo or through a wal! under the action of different forces,
such as capillary action, diffusjon, wind, gravity, absorption. temperature differences etc. Dur present knowledge of ho,.; water moves in the materials of a wall
is far from sufficient for calculating the result of water movements. It is, however,
to same extent possible to describe in wards the infiuence of same factors on raio
penetration.
An explanation of the mechanism is best given by considering twa extreme
cases:
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A solid ""all of material w1th snetian wichall! cracks or joints
When rainwater hits a wal1 surface it is first sucked into the material. If the
raiD impinges faster [han tbe suerian. a water film is forrned on the wall, and the
rest of the water runs off without doing any harm.
Jf raiD continues for a long time \.. . ithout allowing the wall the necessary time
to dry. the [es ul! will be chat the wall gets more or less filled w1th ''later. When

this happ ens , it needs only a short additional rainfall or gust of wind to make the

water discernible on the inside of the wall.

A wall of impervious material wBh
consisting of different layers)

cracks

or joints (of ten

The different ways of raiD penetration ioto 5uch a wall are:

a) Raimvater striking the surface forms a film of running w"ater. The water
film forms a bridge over all cracks and apenings in the wall which are not
toa large. The wind pressure acts on this bridge, foreing the water through
the apenings and into the wall. Rain penetration in this way seems to occur
\.. . hen the openings are between O. l mm and 4 ... 5 mm. The pressure difference depends on the wind veloeicy, shape of the building and the design of
the wall. The thickness of the water film is important, depending on the
.intensity of the driving rain, the h~ight of the building and the design of
the wall surface.
b) Capillary action is added to wind pressure when the apenings are smaller
than approximarely 0.5 mm.
c) The water may a150 now imo the wall by gravicy. In horizontal joints the
water will not, owing to surface rension, now through apenings less man
approximately 0.5 mm.
d) In case of high wind velocities, the velocity of the raindrops may be sa high
(hat, if the joints or cracks are big enough, the raindrops will pass through
the opening, depending on the size of the apening.
e) Air currents along (he wall roay carry the water up across rhresholds and
overlap joints, and imo rhe wall. In overlap joinrs there is interaction be[\ieen capillary action and the air current, if the joint is narco\.. . enough.
f) Local air currents wirh high velocity roay carry small raindrops (hrough a
joint or crack. To make such air currents possible (here must be openings
through the wall.
The most important form of rain penerration is the one menrioned under a).
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Rain penetr3rion through wa11s of existing materials
Rain peDen-arion t~[ough walls is often a combination of the forms of rain penetration enumerated from the twa assumed extreme cases. Solid bricl< walls, lightweight conerere wal15. cenerere walIs, mud walls etc. often showa perfarmanee
similar to the solid wall of.3 material wirh suction without cracks and joints. Even
in the case of 5uch walls it seems. however. that unavoidable cracks and Jomts
play an important part in rain penetration. for [hese wal15 , toa, the wind pressure
is. rherefore, an important climatic fac[Q[.
Cavity wall5 with cracks, faulty joints or weep hoIes, eurtain waiIs, timher
frame wal15 and windows, showa perfarmanee like wa115 of impervious material
with cracks or joints.
When there exisr cracks and apenings in a wa11, the main [acror deciding the
rain penen-ation is the thiclmess of the water film formed on the wall and the wind
pressure on this water film. If the openings are big enough, raindrops impinging on
the openings may also have an infiuenee.
For a wall of a material with suetion the faet that the wall is kept moist by
rainwater and not allowed to dry out is enough to fill the wall with water.
Professor Granum (Norway) in his paper 3 - 6 has given results from laboratory
leses. Starting from a wee wall, the rate of evaporation is highest the first few days, and
in this period mueh depends upon the exterior meteorological eonditions. Later on
the evaporation rate seems to be governed more by the transport eapaeity in the
eapillars than by· the external eonditions, provided that the eonditions. are not
extreme. In modem well insulated wal15 the heat flow through the wall is not
enough to supply the neeessary heat for evapo~arion. For such walIs the energy
must be raken from the outside air.
Thus. for the drying of a wall the transport of water to the surfaee seems to be
the main faeror whieh determines the drying and not the meteorologieal conditions,
extreme conditions such as freezing on the cold side of the wall seem, however,
to cut off the evaparation almost eompletely. The results of Professor Granum' s
paper are apparently the same as those from test walIs whieh have been I<ept on
a balance, and exposed to naturai weather conditions, (Oral reports at meeting
of CIE Commission of Rain Penetration). This is a150 in agreement with Dr. Ve s'
(Netherlands) p.per 4 - 2.

I.ABORA TORY INVESTIGATION METHODS

Because of the lack of theoretical knowledge about the forees governing the
transportation of ''later in a wall, it. has" been necessary to imitate in laboratory
what happens when rain and wind impinge on a wall. Many institutians have used
and are using such laborarory tests in theie investigations. It is an aim of the CIB
Working Commission on Rain Penetration to reach an agreement on test methods,
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making it possible to compare the results of the different laboratories. The following
is a hrief account of the discussions in the above mentioned CommissioTI.
The laboratory tests are as a rule made by placing a test wall as one of the

walIs in a test chamber, exposing the test wall to artificial driving rain and a
pressure drop. The placing of the wall in a wind tunnel seems to involve toa great
expenses when the tests are designed in such a way [hat rhey can give a true
pic.ture of a wall exposed to driving rain and wind. SA even if such tests have beeo
tried, they are not generally made.

Test panels
Unavoidable differences in worl<manship, cracks, etc. make it difficult to
reproduce results from tests on masonry test paneIs. To obtain results which can
be reproduced, it is desirable not to use toa small test panels. Same instl.tutions
are, however, of the opinion that they get better resultei by using more small test
panels, than by us ing fewer and larger ones. The differenee in opinion may be
due to the faet that same laboratories mainly are testing renderings (the laboratories
preferring small test panels), while other institutions are testing the masonry as
sueh (the laboratories preferring large test paneIs).
When testing sueh eonstruetions as eurtain walIs and eonerete element walIs, it
is neeessary to use test walIs of sueh siz.~ that all joints between the elements are
represented. This means a test wall nvo-storeys high, and with a width of severaI
elements. Even !Jigger test walIs have been diseussed. It seems, however, that
most laboratories have for economie reasons restricted themselves to li storey high
test panels. It is open for diseussion whether the high eosts involved in using such
big test walls (and test apparatuses) are justified. For joints bet\veen eonerete
elements at least it is obvious that resultei can be achieved by testing only the
joint. and by studying the horizontal joint, the vertieal joint and the joint junetions separately. Mur p h Y (England) (in his paper 3 - 3) has mentioned a special
apparatus for this purpose. Separate joiot testing has also been used by Isaksen
(Norway) (in his paper 3 - 5). An apparatus for testing of joints has also been used
by T. N. O. in the Netherlands.

Amount and

distribution of water

The amount of water must be ample, eorresponding to conditions on real walIs.
For masonry walIs the amount of water. should be at least 50 big that a film of
running wliter is formed on the surface. For such walls it seems sufficient that the
water be supplied in such away that a continuous water film is running down the
wal!. In same couDtries the rain imensity and the suction of the wall material
used in masonry walIs are such that as a rule' no water film is formed. Under such
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circumstances
It is necessary
For currain
water film.s is

it is not sufficienr that the water is supplied at the top of the ",all.
to distribure an onslaught evenly over the test panel.
\'/alIs, timher frame ",alIs and windows etc. the thiclmess of the
important. In 5uch ' . . alls [hete may alm be open joinrs whete the

direct impacr of raindrops has significance. In this case it is necessary

to

have

both warer running down the wall and water supplied as real ra in drops. distributed

over the surface and striking at angles, as during actual rain.
When deciding the amoum of water, it is necessary to tal<e imo account the
highesr possible intensicy of driving rain onslaught and the rain runn ing down from

higher parrs of [he building.

Wind

pressure

It is generally accepted chat the test panels during tesrs must be subjected to
a pressure drap corresponding to the pressure drap found over aemal \<{aIIs. Cuctain
walIs, windo\<{s etc. are often tested with different pressure drops, starting ",lth a
comparatively low pressure and ralsing the pressure by step up to the highest IU<ely
pressure dcop. For eurtain ",alIs, timber frame ",alIs and similar ",all eonstructlons
it is important [hat the pressure drop across [he different layers of the ",all is the
same as for the '<{all plaeed in the building and subjected ro wind. Most institutions
have hitherto used a statlc pressure. One objectlon against this is that water runn ing
down the \<{aU su~:face ",ill drip off from projecting pans and not be driven on to
the wall again. Severai laboratories have now incroduccd gusts in their testing and
this has proved to be of importance. It is comparatively easy to obtain this by
varying the output of the fan producing the pressure in the test chamber.
On real buildings there "'ill during ",ind be cather strong air currem:s up along
the ",all and partly horizonrally along the wall. Such air currents may play an
important part for rain penetration through eurtain ",alIs etc.

Observation made during the tests
Masonry test paneIs are as a rule \<{eighed befare and after the tests, and sometimes aIso during the test. During the test observations are made to detect the
appearance of ~amp patches and/or liquid water on the inside of the ",all. When
the test panel is of a material ",hich makes this possible it is, afrer the test, sometimes cut imo pieces along horizomal and vertical lines and observations are made
in order to see how deep the moisrure has penetratcd the test panel. For eurtain
walIs, ordinary timber frarne wails and windows, observation is made of direct
rain penetration through and into the ",all. ['or caviry masonry \<laUs, curtain \\Talls
etc. observations are preferably aIso made on the pressure distributioll in the different air spaces formed by the construction, and the disrribution of the pressure
drap on the different layers of the wall.

B
Interpretation of the results
The different laboratories making rain pen~tration t~ts have as a rule developed
cer[ain test runs, and certain stresses tO which the test panels are subjected. They

have

a150

collecred

50

much experience from test houses and raio penetration fail-

ures [hat they are able to interprete the results of the tesl:S. and predict the
behaviour of the [ested wall when used in a building. The experience ,,,hich makes
[his 'possible is, however, chiefly valid for certain climatic conditions for which the
experience has been collected. Especially in the case of such walls as solid masonry
construction it is difficult from laboratory tests, to predict the behaviour of the
wall when subjected to foreign climatic conditions. For cllrtain walls etc. it is
easier to predic[ the behaviour more generally .

EXPERIENCE FROM TEST HOUSES AND lNVESTlGATIONS ON EXISTING BUILDINGS

Very much has been learnr by investigating raiD penetration failures in existing
buildings and by using test huts. It is mainly on the basis of experience collected
in this way that it has been possible for different laboratories to establish an interpretation of their laboratory results in relation to results with walls in acrual buildings.
Most research institutions working on ra in penetration problems are investigating
.raio penetration failures and are learning much this way. The CIB Working Commission has prepared a table, giving instructions as to the information to be sought
when undertaking examination of damp buildings where rain penetration is suspected.
However, very litt1e systematically collected experience has been presented to the
Commission, although all the members possess valuable information. The information
mostly is not systematically treated. It is, therefore, very encouraging that Mr.
G i von i (Israel) in his paper 3 - 1 has showed how it is possible to collect and
tre at observations from dan:p buildings io such a way [hat he is able to estab1ish
the fact that the main cause of dampness io the inspected buildings is raiD peoetration and not condensation, and a150 to give an explaoation of how water penetrated the wall.

EXPERIENCE WITH DIFFERENT WALL CONSTRUCTlONS

Solid \... al1 constructioos (masonry of diverse materials,
concrete)

and

The experience reported \Vith solid masonry constructions is mainly from countries
with considerable rainfall, and rain disuibuted more or less over the whole year.
At the same time the temperature conditions are such that the buildings are heated
during part of the year.
The solid masonry wall is a type of wall ",here raio penetration trouble is most
likely [Q be experienced. A heat flow through the wall is oecessary as a help in
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rransporting the mois ture to the surface, ",hete it can evaporate. The general ex·
perience from buildings in those parts of the world whete buildings are heated is,
rherefore. [hat if a solid masoruy wall daes not have a heated [aom on the inside.
rain ''later will be collected in the wall until the wall is more or less filled with
water. Much could be learm if experience was reported from tropical countries

with heavy and seasanal [aLm.
Concrete can be made nearly right against water (permeability tests of conerere
have been diseussed in the paper 2 - 10 by Mr. lira M li r a t a (Japan) submitted to
dtis Symposium). Experience shows, however. [hat rain penetration roay a150 DCCU[
in in sit li conerere w alis. Thi.s is mainly due to the way in which the work. is

execured on most building sires, and to cracks.
A considerable arna unt of researeh has been made on how to exeeute masonry
walls in sueh away that they are as right as possible againsr rain penetration. The
same is rhe case ,...irh renderings . The resuIr is that we Imow somerhing abour how
[O make masonry and renderings as righr as possibIe. The quality regarding ra in
penetration of masonry, of the joints and of renderings is very dependem on rhe
,...orkmanship. Even wirh the best workmanship rain roay penetrate imo a ",all, on
aecoum of cracks, apenings ar windows and similar installations.
To give only a brier report on aur knowledge in rhis fieid wouid require special
report, and I found it eorrecr, therefore, ro limir my report ro the general remarks
given here.

Masonry eavity walIs
By cavity ,... alIs as diseussed here are meant ,...alIs consisting of ane excerior leaf
and ane inrerior leaf nor connected with masonry tiers.
Laborarory tests have demonstrated chat rain penetration through rhe exteriot leaf
is mainly dependent on the pressure drap across the exterior leaf. lf the exreriot
leaf has weep hales or similar openings. the pressure drap will be reduced ,,,ith rhe
result rhar less water is pressed imo the caviry. (If the bloeks used in the masonry
are of very poor quality, the suction rhrough the material itself may aIso be of
importance) .
In general it has been found that cavity wa1Is are very resistam ro rain penetration A condition is, however, that they are correctly designed and construeted.
Rain penetrares as a rule the exterior leaf. bU[ it can escape again at the bOlrom
of rhe wall (if the cavity wall is properly designed and eonstructed). Filling of the
cavity with an insularing marerial has been discussed in different papers presented
at meetings of the CIB Working Commission on Rain Penetratian. Reports of invesrigations on such walIs are given in (\"0 papets submirted to chis Symposium:
Korsgaard - Byberg

(Denmarl<) 3-2 and B.H. Vas

(Nerherlands) 4 - 2.

There is general agreemem thar it is safe to fill the cavi.ty ,,,ith an insulating
material whieh does noc transport warer ,over from the exterior leaf to the inrerior
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leaf, and daes not absorb water. The most suitable material seems to be water
repellent mineral wool.

Water proofers

The lise of silicone water proofers has been diseussed at severai meetings of the
cm Wørking Commission on Rain Penetration. The res ult is; A silicone treatment
of the walls gives the ""all a good protection against rransport of water iota the
,... a11 by suction. That is to say all apenings (cracks etc.) muse be cachet narra",,".
Bur at the same time evaparation is reduced to a fraction of the evaparation
which takes place from an untreated wall. The [eason is [hat transpon of water
through suction to the surface of the wall is prevented ",hich means mat evaporation
has [O take place under the surface of the \Va1l.
A silicone treatment of a wet ""all is, therefore, dangerous. The same is the
case "'ith a wall in ",hich it is possible for the water to enter through cracks,
openings at windows etc. Water in a silicone treated ",all is more or less trapped.
Efflorescence on the surface is prevented; but efflotescence may take place just
under thE; silicone layet, resulting in spalling ete.

loints
Numerous reporrs on rain penetration through joints (espe:cially joinrs bet\'1een
large precast concrete panels and curtain wall panels) have been presented at
meetings of the CIB Worldng Commission on Rain Penetration and the CIB Working
Commission on Large Concrete Elements. At [his Symposium, investigations have
been reported on in twa papers: Murpby (England) 3-3 and Isaksen (Norway)
3-5. The failures reported on by Mr. Givoni (Israel) 3-1 are .1150 due to faulty
joims. It seems now to be generally accepted that the best ",ay of making such
a joint tight against rain and \'1ind, is to use a so-called two step tightening. The
rainwater is stopped at a rainbarrier apen to \'1ind penen-ation. Behind the raiDbarrier is an air space. and behind the air space agam the windbarrier. It should
not be possible to moisten the ",ind barrier with raio water.
How to make a good joint between preeast concrete panel according to the two
step tightening principle rnay now be considered fairly well knawn in principle.
However, many different designs are possible. A preformed element is llSed as a
rainbarrier in the vertical joint. The preformed element most widely used is a
loase baffle. When the wind acts 00 the surface of the building, air peoetr3tes
behind the baffle so that the pressure on either side is equalized. The laase baffle is
preferably placed 50 to 45 mm from the external surface and with a distance to
the air seal of at least 20 mm. A loose tube has been used as a raio barrier. The
British Cernent and Concrete Association has introduced a ctuciform-section strip.
The cruciform-section strip can accomodate a greater over-all rolerance than the
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(wo ather above mentioned preforrned elements. MI. Murphy in his paper alsa
diseusses other preformed elements, among [hem a cover strip. It is preferable to
reduce the amount of- water chat [eaches the seal. This can be done by a suitable
profiling of the surface, [hus preventing rainwarer from being blown aceoss the
surface of the wall iota the joim. Prorruding edges along the vertical joiot give
a good prorection.
For horizontal joinrs the most com man type of water barrier is an upsrand.
Behind the upsrand is then the wind sea!.

lunceions benV'een horizontal and vertical joints are preferably designed in such
a 'vay [hat neither the air seal nOr the water barrier is brokeJ:l at the junceion.
When using a bafne in the vertical joint. and the horizontal joint having an upstand
as a water barrier, the water barrier can be made continuous by lapping the upper
and lower baffle, 50 [hat the upstand is continuous aeross the junetion.
BuHdings have many oeher joincs besides the joim bet\.. . een preeast eonerete
panels. There are joims berween sash and frame and joint between eurtain wall
panel5. All sueh joints are preferably designed aceording to rhe t\'/o step [ightening
prineiple. General prineiples for designing of joints are diseussed in Mr. Isaksen's

p.per.
Aeeording to his investigations it is possible to use an open vertical joinr, when
[his ean be made as narrOlV' as 3 '" 4 mm. 5ueh a narrow joiot is impossible berween eonerete panel5, and al50 diffieult between sash and frame in large windows.

Currain wall,

tim ber frame walls

5ueh wall5 as a rule consist of 5everal layers. In more exposed places al50 5ueh
wall5 are preferably designed aeeording to the two srep tightening principle. That
is to say rhey will in prineiple have the following layers: (from exterior to
interior side); Cladding or sheathing as a rain barrier, airspaee, windtighc layer
(permeable tO vapour), insulation, interior cladding (impermeable to vapour). The
exterior cladding forming the rain barrier is venrilated in sueh away that the
pressure on either side is equalized. 5uch claddings are also used on other rypes of
\'1all5 than eurrain walls and timber frame walls, as a proteetion against weather
and as an architeetural fea ture.
Two exterior claddings have been diseussed by Isaksen in his paper. One of the
claddings is naturai stone, which can be used as 3 cm slabs. wich 7 mm apen
vertical and horizoneal joints, when there is a 3 cm air space behind rhe slabs.
The orher cladding is asbest-cemene slabs, which can be used when the joims are
open and max. 5 mm wide, when the air space is 8 mm.
This report is not comprehensive \.. . ith respect to aur experience with wall construcrioos. I have mentioned mainly what I regard as [he most i.nteresting development of our knowledge.
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FURTHER RESEARCH

Further research seems to be especially important on the following topics:
a) Onslaught by raiD and '''iDd on buildings. It is desirable to know not only
the amount of raiD but also the imensity.
b) Observations at meteorological stations facilitating comparison of experience
be.tween different regions.
c) Developmenc of standardized ra in penen-atian test merhods making a comparisan of results from different laboratories easiec.
d) Developmem of "'all constrllction which can withstand severe driving rain
conditions.
In investigating raiD penetration laboratory experiments are performed which
imitate ,..,hat happens under natural conditions. This is because of lack of knowledge on the forces governing the transporcation of water in a building material.
a topie beyond the theme of this report. I hope the discussions in other sections
of this Symposium '''ill bring forward more knowledge also on [his topic.

